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Abstract
If a pathogen is not cleared by the immune response (chronic infection) persistent immune system hyperactivation results, leading to prolonged T cell hyperproliferation and systemic inflammation. For example, although current highly active HIV therapy suppresses HIV down to undetectable levels, residual hyperactivation eventually causes more harm (e.g., strokes, heart attacks, cancer, and accelerated aging) than does the infection itself.

Several groups are exploring strategies to limit immune hyperactivation. Our AV-HALTs (AntiViral-HyperActivation Limiting Therapeutics) have been specifically designed for simultaneous suppression of viral replication and immune hyperactivation to uniquely target the systemic inflammation that drives morbidity and mortality in viral and other chronic diseases. Through their novel dual mechanism of action, AV-HALTs are expected to lessen or prevent cardiovascular and metabolic disorders, tumors and accelerated aging (a disease-modifying approach).

The present-generation “single molecule” AV-HALTs, currently in preclinical stage, follows the trailblazing work of the first-generation “dual molecule” AV-HALTs (VS411) which achieved clinical proof of concept (Phase 2a) for the approach and generated the clinical reference prototype for screening of the present-generation AV-HALTs with distinctive features: a new cellular target and mechanism of action; highly potent stand-alone antiviral activity at nanomolar concentrations combined with the added potentially beneficial antiproliferative activity; potential to reduce immune activation and viral reservoirs; favorable resistance profile expected; no cross-resistance, cross-toxicity anticipated (can be combined with existing HIV drugs across multiple lines of therapy).

Studies are also ongoing to explore the potential of our novel compounds in the treatment of other viral diseases, cancer and inflammatory diseases.
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